Isuzu rodeo fuel pumps

Competing compacts can't compare with the knockout design and great craftmanship of the
uniquely sophisticated Isuzu. When contemplating solid design and long-lasting performance,
consumers can't go wrong with a vehicle engineered by Isuzu. Rugged and durable off-roaders
including your dependable, workhorse Isuzu Rodeo were manufactured for rough use wherever
you take them but in return they need timely maintenance and high-quality parts to continue
challenging all the world's wild frontiers. An Isuzu Rodeo is able to overcome any challenge, but
needs the highest quality aftermarket and OEM parts in order to drive to your destination. If a
problem develops or a part ought to be replaced, avoid the temptation to scrimp with a weak or
unreliable part. An Isuzu Rodeo is worth the correct auto parts to take on the world with full
power. Your Isuzu was put together using the best care and craftsmanship; it should have new
parts of the same high level of quality. Develop your car's critical components by purchasing
only the finest in quality components. Drivers who revel in performance car or trucks recognize
that absolutely nothing is more important than installing the best new parts. Since electronic
injection systems have virtually superseded outdated carburetion systems, today's Fuel Pumps
need to feed fuel under pressure; they are therefore electronic. Your Isuzu Rodeo Fuel Pump is
an apparatus that works with the use of electricity or automatically to shift gas out of the tank
into motor. The Isuzu Rodeo Fuel Pumps are located within your fuel reservoir; since liquid fuel
isn't combustible, this is the best location for installation. We carry all the parts you need to
keep your car or truck looking good for a long time. We understand your devotion to your Isuzu,
so we sell only OEM-quality parts. To get unbeatable service out of your car or truck, remember
that great parts are part of outstanding performance - PartsGeek. They are available for the
following Isuzu Rodeo years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, This
part is also sometimes called Isuzu Rodeo Gas Pumps. This was the first time I bought anything
from parts geek. The price was one of the lowest. The thing that shock me the most was that it
was here at my door the next day and the shipping was free. I was having a problem with the
fuel gauge and once installed the problem was fixed. My car failed inspection due this part
being broke. Tried to go local and out of town for part no one had it. Was skeptical on ordering
online but took the chance and ordered the part. It was instock and shipped right out. Part was
just put in and passed inspection. My husband just ordered a part for his car and I have another
part to order. Thank you so much for the great service. Not only I got it fast. Installation was a
breeze and it is working fine. Definitely will be a repeat customer. This pump was at a great
price very affordable because repair shops will charge you triple the amount. I live parts geek
and will remain a customer. Received the fuel pump quickly, same part as my local parts store
was offering brand and saved me money, worth a few days wait. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of
ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service
page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low
prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Replacement Electric Fuel Pump.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product SKU: W Detailed Note: Alleged fuel pump
failures can often be traced to a faulty fuel pressure regulator instead of or in addition to the
pump itself. To avoid unnecessary warranty returns and comebacks, We strongly recommend
testing and, if in doubt, replacing the fuel pressure regulator before considering the diagnosis
of a faulty fuel pump to be complete and correct. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day.
Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Detailed Note: The gasket between the pump assembly and the fuel tank
is NOT included order separately if needed. This pump assembly is a later OE design that does
not require an external strainer at the bottom of the pump. Also note that this application may
need to have the ECU reset in order for the replacement pump to operate correctly. Please refer
to an authorized repair manual or your local dealer for more details. Delphi FG Fuel Pump.
Product Note: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of
premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi
recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit
FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top
automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive
portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and
all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches
OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load
on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part
is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Features: Meet or exceed OE
specifications. Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part.
Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Strainer Sets are made with all new materials under
rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing procedures. Quality Carter Electric Fuel
Pumps and Strainer Sets deliver optimum performance while keeping your fuel system free

from any type of solid contaminants and impurities. Product SKU: Product Note: Honda
Passport 3. In the automobile, the fuel pump can be compared to the human heart. If the
gasoline isn't pumped to the engine, in the right quantities at the right pressure, the vehicle will
not function. Today's fuel pumps are often inside the fuel tank. That enables them to operate
safely. Away from the engine's heat, the pump is not affected by it, and fuel vapors don't
present a fire risk. The pump remains submersed in liquid gasoline, keeping it cooler and close
to the source of fuel it is designed to deliver. Despite modern designs though, a fuel pump is
not immune to wear and failure, but it can be replaced to restore normal operation. Once this
happens, it might not be able to deliver the same amount of pressure. The air-fuel ratio in the
engine can be affected, which in turn can cause various other problems. Your SUV might
hesitate when starting. It could also misfire while running, and you may have a lack of power
and acceleration on the road. The engine can stall when you are traveling, and leave you
stranded. More subtle signs of a faulty Isuzu Rodeo fuel pump include decreased fuel efficiency,
and you might notice having to fill up the tank more often without actually doing more driving.
Older vehicles may have a fuel pump under the hood, but modern ones have it placed near or in
the tank. It is usually under a cap in the front end of the fuel tank. Usually, the only way to
access it is from either the back seat or by taking the fuel tank out of the vehicle and replacing
it, often along with the Isuzu Rodeo fuel filter. This problem occurred because fuel
contaminated with silicone caused corrosion in the pump's feed port. Small pin holes would
form. The same recall was issued in and Cost for Replacing the Isuzu Rodeo Fuel Pump The
older the model year, generally the more expensive it is to find a replacement. Similar to Isuzu
Trooper fuel pump, the prices are variable, although not as high as some of the options for the
Isuzu Amigo fuel pump. The price range remains the same for even older model years, going
back to One way you can save is by purchasing parts from a reputable online supplier. This
reduces the overhead, which we pass on as savings to customers like you. Replacing a fuel
pump can therefore be less financially draining, and better for your vehicle in the long run. Read
more reviews. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Notes Isuzu Rodeo. Catalog: A. Catalog: B. Vehicle
Engine Isuzu Rodeo. Catalog: H. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built
to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and
guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical
system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested
and matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground Fitment
Information:. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE
standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees
correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system
Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and
matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping Fitment Information:. Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D.
Vehicle Notes Isuzu Rodeo. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Body Engine
Isuzu Rodeo. Catalog: K. Catalog: S. Catalog: N. Competing compacts can't compare with the
knockout design and great craftmanship of the uniquely sophisticated Isuzu. When
contemplating solid design and long-lasting performance, consumers can't go wrong with a
vehicle engineered by Isuzu. Rugged and durable off-roaders including your dependable,
workhorse Isuzu Rodeo were manufactured for rough use wherever you take them but in return
they need timely maintenance and high-quality parts to continue challenging all the world's wild
frontiers. An Isuzu Rodeo is able to overcome any challenge, but needs the highest quality
aftermarket and OEM parts in order to drive to your destination. If a problem develops or a part
ought to be replaced, avoid the temptation to scrimp with a weak or unreliable part. An Isuzu
Rodeo is worth the correct auto parts to take on the world with full power. Your Isuzu was put
together using the best care and craftsmanship; it should have new parts of the same high level
of quality. Develop your car's critical components by purchasing only the finest in quality
components. Drivers who revel in performance car or trucks recognize that absolutely nothing
is more important than installing the best new parts. Since electronic injection systems have
virtually superseded outdated carburetion systems, today's Fuel Pumps need to feed fuel under
pressure; they are therefore electronic. Your Isuzu Rodeo Fuel Pump is an apparatus that works
with the use of electricity or automatically to shift gas out of the tank into motor. The Isuzu
Rodeo Fuel Pumps are located within your fuel reservoir; since liquid fuel isn't combustible,
this is the best location for installation. We carry all the parts you need to keep your car or truck
looking good for a long time. We understand your devotion to your Isuzu, so we sell only
OEM-quality parts. To get unbeatable service out of your car or truck, remember that great parts
are part of outstanding performance - PartsGeek. They are available for the following Isuzu
Rodeo years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, This part is also

sometimes called Isuzu Rodeo Gas Pumps. This was the first time I bought anything from parts
geek. The price was one of the lowest. The thing that shock me the most was that it was here at
my door the next day and the shipping was free. I was having a problem with the fuel gauge and
once installed the problem was fixed. My car failed inspection due this part being broke. Tried to
go local and out of town for part no one had it. Was skeptical on ordering online but took the
chance and ordered the part. It was instock and shipped right out. Part was just put in and
passed inspection. My husband just ordered a part for his car and I have another part to order.
Thank you so much for the great service. Not only I got it fast. Installation was a breeze and it is
working fine. Definitely will be a repeat customer. This pump was at a great price very affordable
because repair shops will charge you triple the amount. I live parts geek and will remain a
customer. Received the fuel pump quickly, same part as my local parts store was offering brand
and saved me money, worth a few days wait. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order:
To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you
an RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return
details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with
confidence! Click to Enlarge. Replacement Electric Fuel Pump. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Product SKU: W Detailed Note: Alleged fuel pump failures can often be traced to a
faulty fuel pressure regulator instead of or in addition to the pump itself. To avoid unnecessary
warranty returns and comebacks, We strongly recommend testing and, if in doubt, replacing the
fuel pressure regulator before considering the diagnosis of a faulty fuel pump to be complete
and correct. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Detailed Note:
The gasket between the pump assembly and the fuel tank is NOT included order separately if
needed. This pump assembly is a later OE design that does not require an external strainer at
the bottom of the pump. Also note that this application may need to have the ECU reset in order
for the replacement pump to operate correctly. Please refer to an authorized repair manual or
your local dealer for more details. Delphi FG Fuel Pump. Product Note: Fuel Pump Module
Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To
reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank
before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features:
years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge
built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and
model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE
standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees
correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system
Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and
matched to the right vehicle application. Features: Meet or exceed OE specifications. Autobest
FA Fuel Pump. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Features: Carter Electric
Fuel Pumps and Strainer Sets are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled
manufacturing and testing procedures. Quality Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Strainer Sets
deliver optimum performance while keeping your fuel system free from any type of solid
contaminants and impurities. Product SKU: Product Note: Honda Passport 3. In the automobile,
the fuel pump can be compared to the human heart. If the gasoline isn't pumped to the engine,
in the right quantities at the right pressure, the vehicle will not function. Today's fuel pumps are
often inside the fuel tank. That enables them to operate safely. Away from the engine's heat, the
pump is not affected by it, and fuel vapors don't present a fire risk. The pump remains
submersed in liquid gasoline, keeping it cooler and close to the source of fuel it is designed to
deliver. Despite modern designs though, a fuel pump is not immune to wear and failure, but it
can be replaced to restore normal operation. Once this happens, it might not be able to deliver
the same amount of pressure. The air-fuel ratio in the engine can be affected, which in turn can
cause various other problems. Your SUV might hesitate when starting. It could also misfire
while running, and you may have a lack of power and acceleration on the road. The engine can
stall when you are traveling, and leave you stranded. More subtle signs of a faulty Isuzu Rodeo
fuel pump include decreased fuel efficiency, and you might notice having to fill up the tank
more often without actually doing more driving. Older vehicles may have a fuel pump under the
hood, but modern ones have it placed near or in the tank. It is usually under a cap in the front
end of the fuel tank. Usually, the only way to access it is from either the back seat or by taking
the fuel tank out of the vehicle and replacing it, often along with the Isuzu Rodeo fuel filter. This
problem occurred because fuel contaminated with silicone caused corrosion in the pump's feed
port. Small pin holes would form. The same recall was issued in and Cost for Replacing the
Isuzu Rodeo Fuel Pump The older the model year, generally the more expensive it is to find a
replacement. Similar to Isuzu Trooper fuel pump, the prices are variable, although not as high
as some of the options for the Isuzu Amigo fuel pump. The price range remains the same for

even older model years, going back to One way you can save is by purchasing parts from a
reputable online supplier. This reduces the overhead, which we pass on as savings to
customers like you. Replacing a fuel pump can therefore be less financially draining, and better
for your vehicle in the long run. Read more reviews. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Notes Isuzu
Rodeo. Catalog: A. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Isuzu Rodeo. Catalog: H. Delphi is a global OE
manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float
retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower
amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Delphi is a global
OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and
float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower
amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Condition: New Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping Fitment Information:.
Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Isuzu Rodeo.
Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Body Engine Isuzu Rodeo. Catalog: K.
Catalog: S. Catalog: N. For more information go to The Isuzu fuel pump is a component in the
efficient fuel delivery system that keeps your engine supplied with the fuel it needs to operate at
its best. Located inside the fuel tank in most vehicles, the Isuzu fuel pump moves the fuel
through the fuel system in a pressurized flow to ensure a consistent supply to the engine, the
fuel in which it is submerged helping to keep it cool as it operates. The pressure in the fuel
system must be well regulated to ensure a steady and efficient fuel supply, making the proper
function of the Isuzu fuel pump quite important to the performance of your engine. The Isuzu
fuel pump is a reliable component, performing efficiently through many miles of vehicle
operation. Eventually, the wear and tear of everyday use can take its toll on the efficient
operation of the Isuzu fuel pump, causing its performance to deteriorate gradually. As this
happens, you may begin to see changes in the performance of your vehicle, such as rough
running or idling, hesitation or stalling upon acceleration, poor fuel mileage, and excess
exhaust emissions. These warning signs, if recognized promptly, can give you the opportunity
to get a replacement for your Isuzu fuel pump before it fails completely, causing an
inconvenient breakdown to leave you stranded with a vehicle that cannot start or run. We carry
a selection of quality replacements for your Isuzu fuel pump in our user-friendly online catalog,
all at very reasonable prices. Our well-organized and secure site makes ordering safe and easy,
or our expert customer service representatives will be happy to help you order your Isuzu fuel
pump when you dial our convenient toll-free number. Isuzu is a Japanese company that
manufactures diesel engines as well as passenger and commercial vehicles. Whether you drive
an Isuzu commercial or passenger vehicle, it needs proper maintenance to stay in shape. Do
repairs or replacements of worn-out parts like the Isuzu fuel pump immediately. Isuzu has
several assembly and manufacturing plants in Japan and other countries like Thailand. Most of
the time, aftermarket Isuzu fuel pumps have better availability and pricing than their OEM
counterparts. But this Japanese car brand also manufactures superb passenger vehicles. The
automaker even brought its automobiles to the US. Its Isuzu Rodeo, a mid-size sports utility
vehicle, became the top-selling import brand SUV nameplate for two years. Despite its brief
stay, Isuzu has shown its expertise in manufacturing reliable vehicles for the American market.
Whether you own an Isuzu commercial or passenger vehicle, proper maintenance is needed to
keep it in good working condition. One component that you should fix once it shows signs of
failure is the Isuzu fuel pump. Since it is mainly based in Japan, Isuzu has several assembly and
manufacturing plants located in its country. This is also where the parts and accessories of
Isuzu vehiclesâ€”both passenger and commercialâ€”are designed, engineered, and produced.
In the past several years, however, Isuzu has begun expanding its presence, which primarily
involved production plants abroad. One of these facilities was built in Thailand. Additionally,
Isuzu created its diesel engine supply network all over Asia, Europe, and North America. You
can easily tell if an Isuzu fuel pump is an original equipment manufacturer OEM part or
aftermarket part by looking at its manufacturer. However, if it is made by a third-party brand, it
is an aftermarket fuel pump. That said, both of them are ideal replacements for your faulty fuel
pump. There are a few differences between OEM and aftermarket Isuzu fuel pumps, most
notably availability and pricing. If you want to have a wide range of options and an easier time
acquiring your replacement part, you should opt for an aftermarket fuel pump. The sheer
number of aftermarket parts and accessories available also makes the price more competitive
than OEM parts. You can purchase this part as a single component or as part of a kit or a fuel
pump assembly. Aftermarket fuel pumps may also come with or without a fuel sending unit and

can be electrical or mechanical. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Isuzu Fuel Pump. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Isuzu Fuel
Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 90 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: M Vehicle Info
Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : Fuel pump motor;
1. Wheelbase Isuzu Ascender S 6 Cyl 4. Wheelbase Isuzu Ascender S 8 Cyl 5. Product Details
Notes : Fuel pump motor; With 2 in. Page 1 of 6 Showing 1 - 15 of 90 results. Isuzu Fuel Pump
Models. Isuzu Amigo Fuel Pump. Isuzu Ascender Fuel Pump. Isuzu Axiom Fuel Pump. Isuzu
Hombre Fuel Pump. Isuzu i Fuel Pump. Isuzu I-Mark Fuel Pump. Isuzu Impulse Fuel Pump. Isuzu
Oasis Fuel Pump. Isuzu Pickup Fuel Pump. Isuzu Rodeo Fuel Pump. Isuzu Rodeo Sport Fuel
Pump. Isuzu Stylus Fuel Pump. Isuzu Trooper Fuel Pump. Isuzu Fuel Pump Customer Reviews.
Feb 03, Purchased on Jan 24, Dec 29, As advertised. Part fit perfectly. Connector modification
was all that was required and included the extra parts. Thank you for low price and fast
shipping. Seth Garcia. Purchased on Dec 10, Nov 28, Perfect part. Was so happy to receive the
correct part. Shipping was fast arrived on due date. Thank you for making this repair easy. Jerry
Young. Purchased on Nov 12, Isuzu Fuel Pump Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources. You
might be surprised to find out how many issues can potentially prevent your car from starting.
And consult the previous article in this series regarding fuel pump symptoms to understand
how both continuous and returnless fuel systems. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to Made in some of the industry's
most sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel
pumps are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure
using less elec Revive your drive with the sturdy design and dependable, OE-standard
performance guaranteed by Bosch's new OE replacement fuel pumps. Since , Bosch has
developed innovative productsâ€”in We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold.
Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Isuzu Rodeo Fuel Pump.
Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
BS Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Featured Brands. Holley
Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for
your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style
are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This
replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the g
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e Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are ready to
restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en May 03, Nice prices and decent
on shipping. Other than that part functions properly. Aaron Mcafee. Purchased on Apr 12, May
16, Very pleased it works great. Frank Schine. Purchased on May 16, Helpful Automotive
Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

